
Functional Perspectives of GrammarFunctional Perspectives of Grammar

�� Definition: a set of strategies that Definition: a set of strategies that 

one employs one employs in order to produce in order to produce 

coherent communication.coherent communication.

-- a humana human--specific devicespecific device

-- commonly agreed uponcommonly agreed upon

-- for coding and communicating for coding and communicating 

informationinformation



Structure vs. FunctionStructure vs. Function
�� Structure cannot be fully understood Structure cannot be fully understood 

without looking at functions.without looking at functions.

�� 2 Analogies2 Analogies

Logical MachineLogical Machine
-- ExceptionlessExceptionless, Law, Law--like like 

-- 100% rule100% rule--governed structure regardless of governed structure regardless of 
the function,  the function,  e.g. a care.g. a car

Biological OrganismBiological Organism
-- Structure should be studied with the parallel Structure should be studied with the parallel 

study of function.study of function.

-- e.g. the body and an axee.g. the body and an axe



Arbitrary vs. Motivated RulesArbitrary vs. Motivated Rules

�� MotivatedMotivated:: communicatively communicatively transparenttransparent

�� ArbitraryArbitrary: : communicatively communicatively opaqueopaque

–– Due to historical change and functional reDue to historical change and functional re--

assignmentassignment

–– Biological Analogy: vestigial organsBiological Analogy: vestigial organs

�� Examples (Great Vowel Shift in Germanic): Examples (Great Vowel Shift in Germanic): 

–– Nouns with irregular plurals :Nouns with irregular plurals :

»» goose vs. geesegoose vs. geese

–– Verbs with irregular past tense :Verbs with irregular past tense :

»» leave vs. leftleave vs. left



What is a What is a ‘‘RuleRule’’??

�� What is a RULE in language?What is a RULE in language?

�� Is it the same as mathematic or logic rules?Is it the same as mathematic or logic rules?

–– If and only ifIf and only if……..

If p, then qIf p, then q

–– ExceptionException--lessless

–– Basis for formal paradigmsBasis for formal paradigms

formal semanticsformal semantics

formal syntaxformal syntax



Functional View of a RuleFunctional View of a Rule

�� ““Every rule has exceptionsEvery rule has exceptions!!””

�� Why?Why?

�� Rules in language are:Rules in language are:

–– different from mathematic rulesdifferent from mathematic rules

–– most commonly used strategies/devicesmost commonly used strategies/devices

–– typically apply to the majority of contextstypically apply to the majority of contexts

�� Exceptions:Exceptions:

–– exceptional strategies applied to exceptional exceptional strategies applied to exceptional 
contexts or purposescontexts or purposes



Application of rulesApplication of rules

�� Rules are flexible due to the flexible range of Rules are flexible due to the flexible range of 

contexts.contexts.

�� Biological analogy:Biological analogy:

–– LowerLower--level perceptual processing: automated, prelevel perceptual processing: automated, pre--

wiredwired

»» closed behavioral programclosed behavioral program

–– HigherHigher--order skills: Contextorder skills: Context--dependent, deliberate, dependent, deliberate, 

attendedattended

»» open behavioral program (e.g. playing an instrument) open behavioral program (e.g. playing an instrument) 



The Acquisition of LanguageThe Acquisition of Language

�� Depends on preDepends on pre--wired neural wired neural 

programs (the language faculty).programs (the language faculty).

�� Language is acquired via repeated Language is acquired via repeated 

trialtrial--andand--error error communicative communicative 

interaction.interaction.

�� Once acquired, itOnce acquired, it’’s automated.s automated.



CrossCross--language language 

Diversity and UniversalityDiversity and Universality
Universality: shared strategiesUniversality: shared strategies

�� Relative pronouns Relative pronouns ““who, whom, which, wherewho, whom, which, where””
come from come from interragativeinterragative pronounspronouns

interrogative interrogative →→ relative pronounsrelative pronouns

““whowho did you talk to ?did you talk to ?”” ““I met the person I met the person who who 

you talked to yesteyou talked to yesterday.rday.””

�� Subordinator Subordinator ““thatthat”” comes from demonstrative comes from demonstrative 
pronounpronoun

demonstrativedemonstrative →→ subordinatorsubordinator

““I know that.I know that.”” ““I know that you know it.I know that you know it.””



Whose Grammar?Whose Grammar?

Prescriptive vs. descriptive grammarsPrescriptive vs. descriptive grammars

Grammarians frown at the following sentences:Grammarians frown at the following sentences:

(Informal, spoken, or hypercorrection)(Informal, spoken, or hypercorrection)

�� ““In order for your child to receive credit for thisIn order for your child to receive credit for this

assignment, assignment, theythey must turn in a signed copy.must turn in a signed copy.””

�� ““Good grammar Good grammar nevernever made me made me nono dollarsdollars..””

�� ““Whom beats whoWhom beats who in the Seattle gamein the Seattle game…”…”

�� ““Twenty years of teaching taught Twenty years of teaching taught my husbandmy husband

and Iand I the value of field trips.the value of field trips.””

�� ““HeHe’’s a lot older than s a lot older than herher..””



Rules of grammar are needed:Rules of grammar are needed:

�� ““Lawyer accused of Lawyer accused of lyinglying to flyto fly…”…”

�� ““He He discovereddiscovered the identity of an Evanston girl the identity of an Evanston girl 

who who killedkilled herself herself beforebefore the newspaper regular the newspaper regular 

reporter couldreporter could…”…”

�� ““He is a He is a formerformer Mt. Vernon nativeMt. Vernon native…”…”

�� ““More attention should be paid to More attention should be paid to hazinghazing byby

university officialsuniversity officials..””

�� ““He plans to teach He plans to teach a coursea course this fallthis fall…… on the on the 

mysterious mysterious civilizationcivilization at Indian Community at Indian Community 

CollegeCollege……..””



Dimensions for VariationDimensions for Variation

�� History           older/obsolete vs. newer/currentHistory           older/obsolete vs. newer/current

�� Age                older vs. younger speakersAge                older vs. younger speakers

�� Medium         written vs. spoken formsMedium         written vs. spoken forms

�� Education      educated vs. uneducated speakersEducation      educated vs. uneducated speakers

�� Formality       formal vs. informal styleFormality       formal vs. informal style

�� Social class       highSocial class       high--status vs. lowstatus vs. low--status speakersstatus speakers

�� EhnicityEhnicity majority vs. minority submajority vs. minority sub--culturescultures

�� Geography        regional, urban vs. rural dialectsGeography        regional, urban vs. rural dialects

�� Native skill        native vs. nonNative skill        native vs. non--native speakersnative speakers

�� Individual          this person vs. that personIndividual          this person vs. that person



Historic TimeHistoric Time

�� Change in pronunciation, word meaning, andChange in pronunciation, word meaning, and

grammar is forever ongoing:grammar is forever ongoing:

Old E (1000 AD)Old E (1000 AD):  :  FaederFaeder ureure pupu pepe aertaert on on hoefonumhoefonum

Middle E (1395 AD)Middle E (1395 AD): : OureOure fadirfadir that art in that art in heuenesheuenes……

Modern E (1700)Modern E (1700):       Our father who art in Heaven:       Our father who art in Heaven……

�� What about Chinese?What about Chinese?



AgeAge

�� Grammatical Features in ChildrenGrammatical Features in Children’’s talk:s talk:

NegationNegation

no the sun shiningno the sun shining

no daddy read itno daddy read it

Order of pronounsOrder of pronouns

Give me itGive me it

Nominal relative clausesNominal relative clauses

This is my did itThis is my did it

Look at my madeLook at my made



Simplified WHSimplified WH--questionsquestions

What do wheel?What do wheel?

Where went the wheel?Where went the wheel?

Deictic articlesDeictic articles

in there wheels (in the wheels there)in there wheels (in the wheels there)

go in there train (Go in the train there)go in there train (Go in the train there)

Unmarked causativesUnmarked causatives

I am I am gonnagonna sharp this pencil. (sharpen)sharp this pencil. (sharpen)

Go me to the bathroom (Take me to Go me to the bathroom (Take me to ……))

DonDon’’t dead himt dead him

�� What about youth talk ? What about youth talk ? 麻辣鮮師，超人氣學園麻辣鮮師，超人氣學園



Spoken vs. written languageSpoken vs. written language

““Well we, you could drill wells, we Well we, you could drill wells, we 

finallyfinally…… got a food well, lots of water got a food well, lots of water 

and wonderful good waterand wonderful good water…”…”



Corrupt or current?Corrupt or current?

�� I feel good.I feel good.

I feel well.I feel well.

�� The man The man to whomto whom I showed thisI showed this

The man I showed this The man I showed this toto ……

�� Spoken register:Spoken register:

These faces that you donThese faces that you don’’t know why they are.t know why they are.

The woman that I told you about her brother.The woman that I told you about her brother.



Educated vs. uneducated grammarEducated vs. uneducated grammar

Abuse of scholarly writing:Abuse of scholarly writing:

““If the Roman government at the height of its If the Roman government at the height of its 

power, and at the time when means of power, and at the time when means of 

communication had been greatly improved, communication had been greatly improved, 

showed anxiety for the food supply of that Italy showed anxiety for the food supply of that Italy 

which was dominant in the Mediterranean world, which was dominant in the Mediterranean world, 

it may be imagined that in the period preceding it may be imagined that in the period preceding 

the great economic organization introduced by the great economic organization introduced by 

the Romanthe Roman……..



Formal vs. InformalFormal vs. Informal

�� Formal: associated with the written register, Formal: associated with the written register, 

educated speakerseducated speakers

�� A matter of degree and a matter of A matter of degree and a matter of 

identifying the socioidentifying the socio--cultural contextcultural context



Grammar and Social StatusGrammar and Social Status

�� Prejudice against oral, uneducated, informal Prejudice against oral, uneducated, informal 

grammar derives from social prejudice grammar derives from social prejudice 

against the lower classes (the less educated).against the lower classes (the less educated).



Grammar and Ethnic MinorityGrammar and Ethnic Minority

�� Black kids: Black kids: 

–– Dropping Dropping ‘‘gg’’ sound in sound in ‘‘goinggoing’’

–– AinAin’’tt for for isnisn’’tt

–– Improper use of Improper use of proNproN: : ‘‘She sent it to you and IShe sent it to you and I’’

–– ‘‘We be goingWe be going’’ for for ‘‘we will be goingwe will be going’’

–– Simplification of consonant clusters:Simplification of consonant clusters:

»» ‘‘PitcherPitcher’’ for for ‘‘picturepicture’’

�� Also apply to lessAlso apply to less--educated whiteseducated whites



Geographic DialectsGeographic Dialects

�� Variation across geographic space:Variation across geographic space:

–– Most apparent in spoken registerMost apparent in spoken register

–– Associated with rural, working class, poorer , Associated with rural, working class, poorer , 

lessless--educated communitieseducated communities

�� Learning the nonLearning the non--regional literate register is regional literate register is 

an obvious step toward gaining access to an obvious step toward gaining access to 

economic power and social status.economic power and social status.



Foreign TalkForeign Talk

�� NonNon--native varieties native varieties 

Systematic and communicative within its Systematic and communicative within its 

own communityown community

�� Certainty and Guest Discipline in an Certainty and Guest Discipline in an 

Indonesian Hotel:Indonesian Hotel:

–– ‘‘Every hotel guest lodging must respect an take Every hotel guest lodging must respect an take 

care of the politeness (dress way and talking) care of the politeness (dress way and talking) 

also may bring animal to roomalso may bring animal to room..’’



Individual StyleIndividual Style

�� No two speakers us the very same grammar.No two speakers us the very same grammar.

�� IdeolectIdeolect: innovation and creativity: innovation and creativity



Grammar for CommunicationGrammar for Communication

�� Three components:Three components:

–– Words Words -- concepts of entities concepts of entities -- meaningmeaning

–– Clauses Clauses -- proposition proposition -- information about information about 

relation, qualities, states, or eventsrelation, qualities, states, or events

–– Discourse Discourse -- multimulti--proposition proposition -- coherencecoherence



Combinational RelationCombinational Relation

�� Words:Words:

–– drive, insane, constant, abuse, maid, kill, butler, knife, drive, insane, constant, abuse, maid, kill, butler, knife, 
hide, fridgehide, fridge

�� Propositions: Propositions: 

–– The maid was driven insane.The maid was driven insane.

–– The butler constantly abused the maid.The butler constantly abused the maid.

–– The maid killed the butler with a knifeThe maid killed the butler with a knife

–– The maid hid the knife in the fridge last night.The maid hid the knife in the fridge last night.

�� Discourse: Discourse: 

–– Having been driven insane by constant abuse, the maid Having been driven insane by constant abuse, the maid 
killed the butler with the knife that she had hidden in killed the butler with the knife that she had hidden in 
the fridge the night before.the fridge the night before.



Code and Coded Content Code and Coded Content 
�� Words only have meaning:Words only have meaning:

–– What does _____ mean?What does _____ mean?

�� Propositions have information:Propositions have information:

WH and YesWH and Yes--No questions:No questions:

–– Was the maid insane?Was the maid insane?

–– Who abused the maid?Who abused the maid?

–– Did the maid kill the butler?Did the maid kill the butler?

–– What did she kill the butler with? What did she kill the butler with? ……..

�� Discourse has coherenceDiscourse has coherence

–– Why did she kill the butler? Why did she kill the butler? 

–– Why had the maid hidden the knife?Why had the maid hidden the knife?



Independence of Each LayerIndependence of Each Layer

�� Meaningful words Meaningful words --> nonsensical > nonsensical 

propositionproposition

–– Colorless green ideas sleep furiouslyColorless green ideas sleep furiously

�� Informative propositions Informative propositions --> incoherent > incoherent 

discoursediscourse

–– Having killed the butler with the knife by Having killed the butler with the knife by 

constant abuse, the maid had been driven insane constant abuse, the maid had been driven insane 

and had hidden it in the fridge the before.and had hidden it in the fridge the before.



Two Senses of GrammarTwo Senses of Grammar

�� Narrow senseNarrow sense: sentence structures: sentence structures

= Syntax= Syntax

�� Wider senseWider sense: everything in the language: everything in the language

–– Arbitrary: sounds > wordsArbitrary: sounds > words

–– NonNon--arbitrary: arbitrary: 

»» words > propositionswords > propositions

»» Propositions > discoursePropositions > discourse

�� Coding devices:Coding devices:

–– Grammatical morphologyGrammatical morphology

–– Constituents and constituent wordConstituents and constituent word

–– Intonation patternsIntonation patterns

–– Constraints (*For he to attack Bill is illegal)Constraints (*For he to attack Bill is illegal)



Theme and VariationTheme and Variation
�� Theme: simple, main, declarative, affirmative, Theme: simple, main, declarative, affirmative, 

active clause active clause 

�� Variation: complex clausesVariation: complex clauses

Simple: Mary ate an apple.Simple: Mary ate an apple.

Complex:Complex:

Dependent (nonDependent (non--main) clauses:main) clauses:

a.) Mary wanted to kick the ball.a.) Mary wanted to kick the ball.

b.) The woman who kicked the ball was b.) The woman who kicked the ball was 

penalized.penalized.

c.) Having kicked the ball, Mary left.c.) Having kicked the ball, Mary left.



Interrogative (NonInterrogative (Non--declarative):declarative):

a.) Did Mary kick the ball?a.) Did Mary kick the ball?

b.) What did Mary kick?b.) What did Mary kick?

Negative (nonNegative (non--affirmative):affirmative):

Mary didnMary didn’’t kick the ball.t kick the ball.

Passive (nonPassive (non--active)active)

The ball was kicked by Mary.The ball was kicked by Mary.



Parsing: representation of syntactic structureParsing: representation of syntactic structure

�� Three diagrams:Three diagrams:

SS

SUBJ              VPSUBJ              VP

[NP]              V               OBJ[NP]              V               OBJ

[NP][NP]

Name     Name     

DetDet NN

Mary        kicked      the         ballMary        kicked      the         ball



Three main aspects:Three main aspects:
a)a) Category labelsCategory labels

b)b) ConstituencyConstituency

c)c) Linear orderLinear order

Deep Structure vs. Surface structureDeep Structure vs. Surface structure

a)a) Flying planed can be dangerous.Flying planed can be dangerous.

b)b) Sally is easy to please.Sally is easy to please.

Sally is eager to please.Sally is eager to please.

c)c) I am looking for someone to teach.I am looking for someone to teach.



Deep Structure and MeaningDeep Structure and Meaning

�� Meaning derives from the Meaning derives from the deep structuredeep structure

�� The meaning differences in The meaning differences in ‘‘flying planesflying planes’’

come from the come from the syntactic source syntactic source of the NP:of the NP:

–– Vi: Vi: ‘‘Planes fly.Planes fly.’’

–– VtVt: : ‘‘Someone flies planes.Someone flies planes.’’

�� Deep structure is not required to conform Deep structure is not required to conform 

surface grammaticality.surface grammaticality.



Exercise 1:Ordering GameExercise 1:Ordering Game

�� 25 word cards25 word cards

�� How can you pick 5 cards each time and How can you pick 5 cards each time and 

make a good sentence?make a good sentence?

�� How many sentences can you make out of How many sentences can you make out of 

the 25 cards?the 25 cards?


